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A REAL-TIME ASSESSMENT OF ALASKA’S CLIMATE:
THE ALASKA STATEWIDE TEMPERATURE INDEX
By Brian Brettschneider, International Arctic Research Center (IARC), UAF
Each month, the National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) publish a summary of the statewide temperature for
Alaska and its 13 climate divisions. These monthly climate summaries come out on the 7th or 8th day of the subsequent month. This
information is critical for monitoring the state of the climate in Alaska. But what if we want to know how things are looking at
shorter time scales?
Daily observations are available from a number of stations around Alaska, so we
can easily evaluate if Fairbanks, Anchorage, Juneau, or several other locations
are warmer or colder than normal at the end of each day. At the state level, this
becomes much more challenging. If Fairbanks is 5°F above normal, Anchorage
is normal, and Juneau is 5°F below normal, would we say that Alaska as a whole
had a near normal day?
From a statistical point of view, we would like to have a dense network of
stations around the state that each have a probability distribution of temperature
data to assess the relative difference between the expected value. For example,
on January 1, the daily temperature standard deviation in Fairbanks is 16°F; in
Ketchikan, it is only 9°F. On this day, a temperature in Fairbanks that is 15°F
above or below normal is expected to occur about one year in five (18% chance).
In Ketchikan, a 15°F temperature departure on January 1 would break the daily
record, and the probability of occurrence is one year in sixty (2.7% chance).
In 2017, Rick Thoman of ACCAP came up with the idea of developing an
index that would look at a representative number of stations around the state,
evaluate each one individually against its own climatology, and then look at
them collectively against a collective climatology to provide a single metric for
the state to characterize the temperature in a probabilistic manner.

THE STATIONS

Station coverage in Alaska is good, but not great. We would like to have dozens
of stations spread around the state to capture as much of the local climate
variability as possible, but we have to take what we can get. Most importantly,
we need a robust climatology, which depends on a good long record. This is
the limiting factor for our analysis. For inclusion in the Statewide Temperature
Index, a station must have a published 1981–2010 daily normal temperature, a
published 1981–2010 daily normal standard deviation, and be a midnight-tomidnight reporting station. This last option means that Cooperative stations
cannot be used since they typically report at 7:00 a.m.

Started in July 1911, the weather station at the University
of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) Experiment Farm is the longest
continuously running weather observation station in
Alaska. In 2018, the World Meteorological Organization
recognized the station for its record of over a century of daily
observations. Alan Tonne, the farm's manager, has been
collected weather data at the site for more than 13 years.
UAF photo by J.R. Ancheta.
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STATEWIDE TEMPERATURE INDEX
Figure 1 shows the 25 stations that are used
to generate the index (more than 25 actually met
the criteria, but these 25 were chosen for their
locations). The stations are fairly well distributed
geographically, and most have a robust climatology.
The map also shows the geographical zone of
influence that each station is intended to represent.
To be clear, this is a back-of-the-envelope zone of
influence map and is not intended to supplant the
much more useful Climate Divisions of Alaska.
The zones shown on Figure 1 are designed
to assign a weighting factor to each station. For
example, the Deadhorse station (necessarily) needs
to represent an area much larger than the Homer
station, but how much larger? This is where the
zones of influence map comes in to play. In this
example, the Deadhorse station represents an area
6.5 times larger than the Homer station. Using only
these two stations, if Deadhorse was much warmer
than normal and Homer was much below normal,
the “average” of the two is not near normal, it’s
somewhere between warmer and much warmer than
normal since Deadhorse represents a much larger
area than Homer.
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Figure 1. Map of the 25 stations used in the Alaska Statewide Temperature index and each
station’s zone of influence.

THE DISTRIBUTION

The NCEI publishes a daily normal temperature and
daily normal standard deviation for all the stations
shown in Figure 1. An assumption in publishing a
standard deviation is that daily temperatures are
normally distributed, i.e., they follow a bell curve.
In general, this is the case. Every station’s data is
skewed to a certain degree, but an aggregation of
these data points for multiple stations is nearly
perfectly normally distributed. A standard z-score
table shows the expected probability of different
distribution levels. For example, a station should be
greater than 1 standard deviation above its mean
(average) approximately 16% of all days. It should be
greater than 2 standard deviations above its mean
approximately 2.5% of all days.
When data are aggregated, the bell curve
becomes narrower and taller. When we scale all
days during the 1981–2010 time period for all
the stations in Figure 1 to have a mean value (not
temperature) of 0, shown in Figure 2, the standard
deviation is 0.71. The probability that the average
of all 25 standard deviations is greater than 1
is approximately 2.3%. The probability that the
average of all 25 standard deviations is greater
than 2 is approximately 0.25%. These are far lower
probabilities than for a single station.
Figure 3. Normal distribution curve from Figure 2 with
mean=0 and standard deviation of 0.71, but with the curve
flattened and the x-axis showing the Statewide Index values.

Figure 2. Normal distribution curve with mean=0 and standard deviation of 0.71. Location
of equal probability vertical lines correspond to Statewide Index breakpoints.
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THE STATEWIDE INDEX DEFINED

The goal of the Statewide Index is to characterize the 25-station average of
standardized departures from normal into equal probability categories. The
categories run from -10 to 0 for below normal days, and 0 to +10 for above
normal days. This yields 20 equal probability categories.
The bell curve shown in Figure 2 represents the experimentally derived
distribution of 25-station average departures from normal and shows where the
Statewide Index breakpoints are located. Each category has the same area under
the red curve—5% of the total area. This means an Index value between -8 and
-9 has the same probability as an Index value between +2 and +3. If we flatten
out the red curve in Figure 2, the lines become equally spaced (see Figure 3).

Figure 4. 90-day time series showing daily Statewide Index values from August 3 to October
31, 2019.

Recall that this is an index, not a raw departure
from normal, and is scaled from -10 to +10. A
95th percentile warm day in August will have the
same Index value as a 95th percentile warm day in
January—although the value and magnitude of the
departures will be vastly different. The beauty of an
index is that it allows for comparisons regardless of
time of year.

THE DAILY INDEX

Each day at approximately 6 a.m., a script downloads
the daily data for each of the 25 stations in the
Statewide Index and computes how many standard
deviations each station is from its own mean. All 25
of those values are then combined, and the average
value is evaluated to see where in the distribution
(Figure 2) it falls. Figure 4 shows the Statewide Index
from August 3 to October 31, 2019.
The plot in Figure 4 shows a) a 90-day Statewide
Index, b) a color-coded map showing the most
recent day the Index was computed, and c) a 7-day
forecast of the Index based on the NWS Global
Forecast System (GFS) Model Output Statistics
(MOS) forecast for the 25 stations. The 6 a.m. run of
the script uses the 0 UTC MOS forecast, and a few
hours later it captures the 12 UTC MOS forecast.
In addition to the most recent 90 days, a 30day running average is also displayed on the plot
as a thick black line. Both time periods allow for
meaningful short- and medium-range assessments,
but also allow for the user to identify Index values
from specific dates. All daily plots and MOS
forecasts are archived and available at https://uafaccap.org/statewide-temperature-index/.
By the time most people wake up in the morning,
a single Alaska-specific assessment of the statewide
temperature is available for the previous day.
Unfortunately, one or two stations are often late
with reporting their climate data for any number
of reasons. Those data points are almost always repopulated within a day or two. Every time the script
is run, it evaluates each of the previous 90 days;
therefore, as missing data are included in the climate
database (ACIS), the Index is recomputed. One or
two missing values rarely change the value of the
Index by more than ±0.5.

YEARLY TIME SERIES

Figure 5. Alaska Statewide Temperature Index time series for 2019.

A few modifications to the script allow us to
construct an annual time series. Figure 5 shows all
365 daily Index values for 2019.
As you can see, the Index was positive a vast
majority of the days during the year—not surprising
since NCEI declared that 2019 was the warmest year
on record for Alaska. Remember that each day is
an evaluation of the 25 stations against their own
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climatologies. An Index of +9 in January is comparable to an Index value of
+9 in July. This allows us to say how anomalous each particular day is. In 2019,
there was only a single day with an Index value below -9. Conversely, there were
64 days with an Index value greater than +9. Figure 6 shows the categorical
distribution of all days in 2019 according to which Index grouping it fell within.
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THE STATEWIDE INDEX 9-YEAR
ANALYSIS

The Index uses the 1981–2010 climate reference
period. This is the international standard that
NOAA and most every climate group uses. The
1981–2010 climate period is designed to be used for
all days between Jan 1, 2011, and Dec 31, 2020. We
are now nine years into this 10-year period. A simple
modification of the script allows us to generate
annual time series for these nine years (2011–2019).
The mosaic shown in Figure 7 is the result of this
analysis. Note all the blue bars in the top row (2011–
2013) and all the red in the bottom row (2017–2019).
Figure 8 shows the categorical distribution of all
days in between 2011 and 2019 according to which
Index grouping it fell within. This figure is not as
dramatic as the 2019-only version (Figure 6), but
it clearly highlights the warm tilt that Alaska has
experienced this decade.

Figure 6. Distribution of Index values in 2019.

Figure 7. Nine-year mosaic of annual Statewide Index plots. The top row shows years 2011 (left) to 2013 (right). The middle row shows years 2014 (left) to
2016 (right). The bottom row shows 2017 (left) to 2019 (right).
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As you can see, there are far more warm days in
Figure 8 than cold days. The median Index value
was +3.3 for the last nine years. Another way to
think about it is that half of all days in the past
nine years would be in the upper ⅓ of the warm
distribution between 1981 and 2010. A staggering
66% of days had an Index value greater than +5.0
and 27% of all days had an Index value greater than
+7.0. Conversely, only 9% of days had an Index value
less than -7.0.

COMPARISON TO NCEI

An intermediate step in the calculation of the
Statewide Index is to note the raw temperature
values for each of the 25 stations that make up
the Index. If we apply the previously described
weighting factor to the raw temperature values, a
single, statewide temperature value is produced.
This allows for a daily assessment of just how warm
or cold the state is as a whole. A handy use of this
data is to have a first look at where the monthly
temperature ranking is likely to fall.
As Figure 9 shows, the 25-station weighted
monthly temperature is very, very close to the
published values by NCEI on the 7th or 8th day of the
following month. This gives us confidence that a)
the Statewide Index is accurately characterizing the
climate of the state in near-real time, and b) we can
make extrapolations during the month as to what
the range of monthly temperatures are likely to be.
During the very warm summer months of 2019,
the average statewide temperature was used to assess
the likelihood that each month was likely to break
the record for warmth. At the end of 2019, we were
able to compute the probability that 2019 would be
the warmest year on record statewide by early to
mid December.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Alaska is a big state with a diverse climate. At any
given time, one part of the state may experience
unusually warm conditions while another part of
the state is experiencing cool conditions. A single
metric describing the daily conditions across this
vast area has been elusive up until now. Thanks to
the Statewide Index, we can state in near-real time
just how unusual the weather across the state is.

Figure 8. Distribution of Index values between Jan 1, 2011, and Dec 31, 2019.

Figure 9. Scatter plot of monthly temperatures published by NCEI versus the average of the
daily temperatures for each month calculated when generating the Statewide Index plots.
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CLIMATE AND WEATHER
SUMMARY:
MAY–OCTOBER 2019
By Rick Thoman, Alaska Center for Climate Assessment and Policy, UAF
The May through October 2019 warm season was the warmest on record
(since 1925) over much of mainland Alaska. This was especially the case in
Bristol Bay and the Cook Inlet regions, which were far warmer than any
previous year. Precipitation was really two stories, with above normal totals
occurring widely north and west of the Alaska Range, while Southcentral and
the Gulf of Alaska coast were usually dry, especially during the mid-summer
months. This led to drought that at its height in late July covered nearly a
quarter of the state, with the worst conditions in the southern Panhandle and
around Cook Inlet.

Figure 1. Alaska regional average temperatures for May–October 2019. Much of the state
continued record warm temperatures. Figure by Rick Thoman.

MAY
May 2019 was another mild month in Alaska.
NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental
Information (NCEI) ranked this month in Alaska
as tied for fifth warmest in the past 95 years. As so
often has been the case, the warmest parts of the
state relative to normal were northern and western
areas, with the Panhandle much closer to average.
May also wrapped up the warmest spring of record
over most of northern and western Alaska. At
Utqiaġvik (Barrow), the March through May average
temperature of 13.6°F was an amazing 10°F warmer
than the 1981–2010 normal. Overall for Alaska,
NCEI ranked this as the warmest spring of record,
knocking out 2016 from first place. Temperatures
around the state ranged from 84°F at Eagle and
Hyder on the 27th to +5°F at Kuparuk on the 1st.
Rainfall was well above normal in parts of
Southcentral Alaska in May. Anchorage Airport
recorded 2.18" of rain, easily the most in any May in
68 years of climate observations. This included an
unusually early season thunderstorm on the evening
of the 16th. In contrast, May was another dry month
in Southeast. Severe drought continued in the
Prince of Wales Island area, and Annette recorded
only 24% of normal rainfall, making it the second
driest May of record. There was little snow to speak
of during the month. However, the copious winter
snowpack in the Koyukuk valley was at or near
record high levels early in the spring, and as a result
snow melt was much later here than other areas.
The snowpack at Bettles did not melt out until May
20, about ten days later than average. The Koyukuk
River ran very high the second half of May, causing
some minor flooding and enhanced erosion at both
Allakaket and Huslia.
JUNE
June was very mild over most of Alaska, with
scattered locations across the state reporting the
warmest June of record. Most notably, Anchorage
easily set a new record for the month: the average
temperature of 60.5°F was more than 5°F warmer
than normal. The four warmest Junes of record at
Anchorage Airport (68 years of records) have all
occurred since 2013. Hot weather gripped portions
of the state at the end of the month. The cooperative
climate station near Eklutna reported Alaska’s
highest temperature for the month with 93°F on the

Figure 2. Alaska regional average precipitation for May–
October 2019. Only the southeastern quandrant of the state
was below normal for the period. Figure by Rick Thoman.
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29th. At Northway, the high of 92°F on the 30th was
the all-time record high there. The low temperature
for the state was 25°F at the Climate Reference
Station near Utqiaġvik (Barrow) on the 10th. For
Alaska as whole, NCEI ranked this as the second
warmest June of record, with only 2004 warmer.
Nonetheless, not everywhere was especially warm:
the central and eastern North Slope saw near to even
slightly below average temperatures for the month.
Much of Southcentral and southwest Alaska
were very dry in June. Iliamna reported just 0.04"
of rain, which is just 3% of normal. At Anchorage
Airport following on the heels of the wettest May,
just 0.06" of rain fell in June, making this the driest
June since 1952. Meanwhile, southern Southeast
Alaska received some much-needed rain, although
much more rain is needed to put a significant
dent in the long-term drought. At Annette, 9.02"
of rain made this the wettest June in 35 years and
the fourth wettest of record. June also brought an
unusually large number of days with thunder in
the state’s most populous region, including a record
tying three days with thunder at the Anchorage Airport. More significantly,
lightning started the Swan Lake wildfire on the Kenai Peninsula northeast of
Soldotna on June 5, which grew to more than 68,000 acres by the end of the
month and sent thick smoke into Anchorage. Restricted visibility by smoke
from this fire was implicated in a plane crash June 28 north of Seward that killed
three people. Lightning also started fires on the Seward Peninsula in western
Alaska, including the large North River fire northeast of Koyuk that spread
smoke across that region on a couple of days. In the Interior, the Shovel Creek
fire northwest of Fairbanks, started by a lightning strike on June 21, grew to over
5000 acres by the end of the month and forced preparations for evacuations in
several neighborhoods. Total wildfire acreage burned at the end of June stood at
just over 443,000 acres, which is above normal though not dramatically so.

Lightly clad Alaskans take advantage of a record heat wave to enjoy lake fun in Anchorage
on July 4, 2019. Photo from phys.org.

Figure 3. Alasska weather and climate highlights for May–
October 2019. More highlights and details are available at
http://highlights.accap.uaf.edu/tools/climate_highlights.

JULY
In a year that has featured numerous weather and
climate extremes for Alaska, July was both the next
chapter and perhaps the most astounding month
yet. According to the monthly analysis by NCEI,
this was not only the warmest July but the warmest
month on record in Alaska since 1925. The average
temperature for the state as a whole was 4°F above
normal, exceeding the previous warmest month
of July 2004 by almost a full degree. Communities
from the North Slope to Southeast recorded the
warmest month of record. At Utqiaġvik (Barrow),
the monthly average temperature of 48.3°F was
1.5°F warmer than the previous warmest month of
August 1989. At Anchorage, the monthly average of
65.2°F was 2.5°F warmer than the previous warmest
month of July 2017, and Yakutat’s July average of
59.6°F broke a record that had stood for 89 years.
The heatwave in Southcentral and southwest Alaska
early in the month was exceptional, with several
long-term climate sites reporting the highest
temperature of record on July 4. Most notable was
Anchorage Airport, where the temperature reached
90°F, 4°F higher than any other temperature in
the 68 years of climate observations there. King
Salmon and Kenai both recorded 89°F on July 4,
and both were all-time records. The highest official
temperature in the state was 94°F at Amber Lake
near Talkeetna on the 7th and Eagle River on the 4th.
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Much of central and eastern Alaska was drier
than normal in July. At Fairbanks, less than an inch
of rain fell, making this the driest July since 2004.
In parts of the northeast Interior, less than half an
inch of rain fell during the month. At Anchorage,
just 0.80" of rain made this the driest July in 15
years. Severe drought continued in the southern
Panhandle, and overall almost a quarter of the state
was categorized in moderate to extreme drought
by the U.S. Drought Monitor. There was some
wet weather to be found in western and northern
Alaska, where both Nome and Utqiaġvik (Barrow)
received more than twice the normal rainfall.
Following a period of frequent thunderstorm
activity in June, the warm and dry conditions were
ideal for wildfire growth. Wildfires burned 1.9
million acres in July, the fifth greatest monthly total
in the past 30 years. The largest concentration of
wildfires was in the northeast Interior, where four
separate fires exceeded 100,000 acres and at times
were perilously close to Chalkyitsik. There were
also large fires in western and southwest Alaska
and on the Kenai Peninsula, which combined to
spread wildfire smoke at times to most parts of the
state except the North Slope. At Fairbanks, visibility
was restricted to six miles or less due to smoke on
15 days during July, which ties with 2009 for the
highest number of smoky July days. More unusually,
Anchorage was repeatedly plagued by smoke
from the Swan Lake fire. The 12 days in July with
visibility-reducing smoke at the Anchorage Airport
is easily the most in any month.
AUGUST
There was a strong contrast in temperatures and
especially rain across Alaska in August. Many
places in Southcentral and southwest Alaska had
another record warm month. At Kodiak, the average
temperature for the month of 61.7°F is easily the
warmest month on record, with July 2019 the
second warmest. The city also set a new record
high temperature for the month; on the 16th the
temperature topped out at 86°F, which was also the
highest temperature in the state for the month. At
Anchorage, August brought an average temperature
of 62.6°F, making this the third consecutive month
to be the warmest on record (since 1952). In contrast,
from the central Alaska Range northeastward
August temperatures averaged near to a bit below
normal. This was due in large part to extensive cloud
cover and frequent rain the first three weeks of
the month. The lowest temperature for the state in
August was 20°F at Chicken on the 20th.
Rainfall was abundant across northern and
western Alaska. At Fairbanks, 5.58" of rain was
the third highest August total of record. Utqiaġvik

The aftermath of the McKinley fire, which destroyed more than 130 structures along the Parks
Highway in August 2019. Photo from KTUU.

(Barrow) also had the third wettest August with 2.28" of rain. Nome experienced
a tropical-like deluge on the 1st and 2nd, when 2.47" of rain fell in 24 hours. This
is the greatest 24-hour precipitation in 110 years of climate observations in
the Gold Rush City. At Denali Park Headquarters 9.53" of rain in August was
not only the wettest August but the wettest calendar month of record. But the
contrast to the south was stark. Just 150 miles from Denali Park, Talkeetna
recorded just 0.38" of rain in August, which is the lowest of record. This was also
the driest August on record at Anchorage (0.04") and King Salmon (0.65") in
southwest Alaska.
While the rain in western and Interior Alaska put a damper on the biggest
wildfires, the extremely dry conditions in Southcental set the stage for the
McKinley wildfire that started along the Parks Highway near Caswell on August
17 during a period of strong winds. The fire spread rapidly south and burned
more than 50 homes, 80 outbuildings, and three businesses before the work of
hundreds of firefighters and lighter winds resulted in successful suppression on
the fire that ultimately burned 3300 acres. On the Kenai Peninsula, the Swan
Lake Fire that started in June became very active again, forcing repeated closures
of the Sterling Highway and threatening residential and commercial properties
in the Cooper Landing area. Fires also broke out in the Bristol Bay region during
the middle of the month. The Levelock fire burned right into Levelock village but
quick action by community members kept the fire from burning any structures.
Thanks to rain in the Interior the area in moderate or greater drought shrank
to 17% of the state, but the area with severe to extreme drought increased as
conditions worsened in Southcentral and Southwest Alaska.
SEPTEMBER
September was a mild month across the state, with all long-term climate stations
reporting above normal temperatures. As frequently happens nowadays, the
North Slope saw the greatest departures, while a few places in Southeast were
within a degree of normal. Utqiaġvik (Barrow) recorded the warmest September
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of record with an average temperature of 40.8°F. This is nearly 9°F above normal
and exceeded the previous warmest September of 2007 by more than 3°F. At
Deadhorse, the high temperature of 70°F on the 3rd set a new record high for the
month. Cold Bay also had the warmest September, with an average temperature
of 52.0°F. St. Paul tied for the warmest September with an average temperature
of 49.9°F. Juneau finished up a very warm summer with five September days
setting or tying the record high temperatures, including three days in the
70s. This brought the annual total number of days with temperatures of 70°F
or higher to 47, easily breaking the previous record of 42 days set in 2004.
Temperatures during the month ranged from 79°F at Haines Airport on the 8th
to 12°F at Chicken on the 28th. Overall, NCEI ranked this month as the fourth
warmest September in the past 95 years.
As usual, precipitation was much more variable than temperatures. The
only regions that were dramatically different than normal were western and
southwest Alaska, where rainfall was one and a half to two times normal.
Southeast Alaska remained in drought conditions in September, although with
some slight improvement. However, according to the U.S. Drought Monitor, at
the end of the month a small area, mostly on Prince of Wales Island, remained
in extreme drought. Southcentral also saw some improvement but a small area
of severe drought persisted near Anchorage, and moderate drought covered
most of the Kenai Peninsula and Kodiak Island. Snowfall was generally minimal
at low elevations in September. However, Bettles reported 3.4" of snow on the
17th, the second greatest amount so early in the season. However, mild weather
melted it all away in a few days.

Figure 4. Ocean surface temperatures during the May through October warm season were
above the long-term normal in the seas all around Alaska. In the western Beaufort Sea, the
central and northern Chukchi Sea, and parts of the northern Bering Sea, these were the
warmest in the 40-year satellite record. The Gulf of Alaska was overall the warmest of record
for the season. Figure by Rick Thoman, ACCAP.

OCTOBER
October brought generally mild weather to Alaska,
though not as persistently as some previous months.
In a pattern that has occurred repeatedly over the
past several years, southeast Alaska was slightly
cooler than normal while the remainder of the state
was significantly warmer than normal. October 2019
was the warmest October of record at Kuparuk, near
Prudhoe Bay, and the second warmest at Utqiaġvik
(Barrow). Parts of southern Alaska also saw October
temperatures finish at near record levels: both
Anchorage and Cold Bay had the third warmest
October of record. Temperatures ranged from 60°F
at Kodiak on the 4th and King Salmon on the 27th to
-9°F at Anaktuvuk Pass on the 23rd.
Precipitation was generally well above normal
over mainland Alaska, with two to three times
normal in a large area of the Interior and western
Alaska. However, slightly below normal totals
were common from Anchorage and the Copper
River Basin southeast into the Panhandle, but
southern Southeast was slightly wetter than average.
Drought conditions eased across southeast Alaska
during October. Consecutive months with near
to somewhat above normal rainfall in southern
Southeast allowed the remaining area of extreme
drought to be downgraded, and conditions also
improved in Southcentral and on Kodiak Island. An
unusual late season thunderstorm rumbled through
the Wasilla and Palmer areas during the evening
of October 5. The storm produced small hail.
Unusually for an Alaska thunderstorm, the storm
occurred in full dark, so the lightning was seen from
as far south as Eagle River and parts of Anchorage.
Parts of the upper Tanana Valley saw one of the
biggest snowstorms of record on October 11–12.
Tok recorded 15.5" of snow, which was the highest
October snow and the second highest two day total
for any time of year. Snowfall was also above normal
in the Alaska Range and in the higher elevations
around Fairbanks. However, temperatures were
just warm enough that at low elevations most of the
precipitation fell as rain. Fairbanks Airport ended
the month with only about one-third of normal
snowfall.
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THE WATER
COLUMN: THE
COMPLEXITY OF
CLIMATE IMPACTS
By Jessica Cherry, Alaska-Pacific River Forecast Center,
National Weather Service
How do our rivers and lakes respond to increasing
summer air temperatures in the absence of rain?
Can we quantify how these changes affect power
infrastructure by studying the Climate-WaterEnergy nexus?

2019 was the year to answer the first question in
Southcentral Alaska. Rivers fed only by rainfall were
very low in the region this summer after record low
precipitation, while glacially fed rivers were high
with meltwater after record high temperatures (see
pages 6–9). Overlooking Kachemak Bay, the Nuka
Glacier on the Harding Ice Field feeds Bradley
Lake Reservoir, which in turn generates up to 120
megawatts of power. Normally, 12% of this power
goes to the Homer Electric Association’s service
area, and the rest is transmitted to the grid for the
rest of the Railbelt system. Electricity generated at
the Bradley Lake Project is the cheapest source of
power on the Railbelt, and because it is owned by
the State, the utilities which originally invested in its
construction all get a negotiated share of its supply.
The record heat meant the Bradley reservoir
was already full of glacial meltwater by the end of
summer, just when the rains finally started. Power
demands in this system are lower in the summer
than in the winter so it is strategic to go into the cold
season with as much water stored as possible. Winter
is also when some water gets locked up in snow and
the glacier melt slows. What you don’t want to do in
fall is spill water without generating power.
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Record glacial melt wasn’t the only impact of the warm, dry summer. The
Swan Lake fire began with a lightning strike on the Kenai Peninsula in early
June and, without rain, quickly grew to one of the largest fires of the year in the
U.S. By August, it had swept through the area where lines transmit the power
generated at Bradley Lake to the rest of the Railbelt. Upwards of 15 miles of
power lines and poles were burned. This summer, maintenance at the Bradley
powerhouse also took one of the turbines offline for a period of time.
This might sound like the set up for a ‘perfect storm’ of loss: spilling record
glacial melt, a turbine down, and being unable to transmit power off of the
Peninsula due to the damaged power lines. On closer inspection, it’s really ‘just
another day’ in operating an electrical grid.
The second question we raised at the start-quantifying the impacts of
climate on water resources and energy systems-is complicated. As climate
researchers, we want to answer these questions so that we can understand how
energy systems (and consumers) can be more resilient to climate variability,
but there are many moving parts, particularly on the supply side, and the bestmanaged utilities look for a variety of opportunities to increase their resilience.
On the Kenai Peninsula, examples of these opportunities include two new
hydropower projects that will add capacity for Homer Electric Association
(HEA) in the next two years or so: the Battle Creek expansion to the Bradley
project (about 10% increase in inflow to reservoir) and the separate Grant Lake
project (5 MW). While the supply for hydropower is climate sensitive, most
power generated on the Kenai Peninsula is from natural gas. The demand for gas
is highly temperature dependent, especially in the cold season, but the supply
is much less so. To help manage short-term fluctuations in supply and demand,
HEA also recently announced the purchase of a large battery system.
All of these developments are within a relatively small region of the state, but
because they share power with other utilities, all consumers along the Railbelt
are impacted. How each power source is owned and financed affects the costs
and benefits as well. For example, the Fire Island wind farm is privately owned
by CIRI, and its power is provided to Chugach Electric at a long-term fixed price,
currently higher than natural gas but expected to grow relatively less expensive
over time.
Golden Valley Electric Association, in the Interior, currently (2018 data) gets
more power from the Eva Creek wind project than they do from Bradley, but the
majority of the region’s electricity comes from diesel, other petroleum distillates,
and coal. While the supply of these is not particularly climate sensitive in the
short term, the price for the oil-derived products fluctuates dramatically with
global commodities prices, impacting demand and generation. Not only do
commodities prices impact utilities, but international trade issues impact the
availability and cost of infrastructure like power lines and turbines.
In other words, teasing apart the effect of air temperature anomalies on the
supply of energy in a diverse grid is tricky; the signal gets lost in the noise pretty
quickly. Taking the time to look at utilities’ financial reports shows there are
operating margins built in for anticipated losses, and when events exceed these,
the utilities negotiate with their partners to determine who pays for what and
how much to pass on to the rate-payers. For climate researchers working in the
energy sector, it’s important to recognize the types of decisions utilities face
each day, and those that they face over the next years and decades. Changing
environments are important, but they are only part of the story.

Bradley Lake, the largest of the seven hydroelectric facilities in the state, came on line in 1991.
The dam is 610 feet long and 125 feet high. Photo from Homer Electric Association.
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SEA ICE: SUMMER AND AUTUMN 2019
by John Walsh, Alaska Center for Climate Assessment and Policy, UAF
The Arctic-wide sea ice cover reached its minimum extent for 2019 in midSeptember. The September ice extent was approximately 4.32 million km2, about
8% less than the September value of 4.71 km2 in 2018. The 2019 value was almost
exactly on the linear trend line in Figure 1, which shows the September ice
extent from 1979 through 2019. The trend line depicts a loss of more than 40%
relative to the first few years of the record, based on satellite passive microwave
measurements. A remarkable feature of Figure 1 is that the 13 years with the
lowest September sea ice extent are the most recent 13 years, 2007–2019. No year
prior to the past 13 years has less sea ice than the year (2014) with the greatest ice
extent among the past 13 years.
As shown in Figure 2, open water in the Alaskan sector of the Arctic Ocean
was more extensive in mid-September 2019 than on the same date a year earlier,
especially in the Beaufort Sea. The more open Beaufort Sea in the early autumn
of 2019 implies that multiyear ice will be farther from the coast during the early
winter than in 2018, unless the southward advection of the older ice is stronger
than usual. Figure 2 also shows that the Northern Sea Route offshore of Russia
was open during September of 2019, but that some ice remained in the various
straits comprising the Northwest Passage in the Canadian Archipelago. On the
Atlantic side of the Arctic, there was actually more sea ice in mid-September of
2019 compared with a year earlier.

Figure 1. Average monthly sea ice extent for September,
1979–2019. Source: National Snow and Ice Data Center
(NSIDC), http://nsidc.org/arcticseaicenews/2019/10/.

Figure 2. Sea ice concentrations Sept 15 2019 (left panel) and 2018 (right panel). Concentrations range from 0% (deep blue) to 100% (bright white). Orange
lines are median positions of ice edge for 1981–2010 reference period. Source: NSIDC, ftp://sidads.colorado.edu/DATASETS/NOAA/G02135/north/daily/
images/.
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In the Alaskan sector of the Arctic, much of the spring and autumn of 2019
saw record-low sea ice extent. Figure 3 shows that sea ice was nearly absent
from the Chukchi Sea during September of 2019, while the low extents during
much of the spring and autumn were unprecedented in the satellite record. By
contrast, the median extent for the 1981–2010 period (black line in Figure 3)
remained above 300,000 km2 throughout the melt season. For comparison, only
five of the fifty states of the U.S. have areas larger than 300,000 km2.
The extremely large area of open ocean north of Alaska allowed for the
warming of the surface water by the absorption of solar radiation during the
summer and early autumn. Sea surface temperatures in the Chukchi Sea were
more than 5°F warmer than normal during the late summer. The storage and
gradual release of this heat delayed the autumn freeze-up, resulting in the
persistence of open water far longer than was typical of the past. Figure 4 shows
that much of the Chukchi Sea remained open even into December, although
coastal ice had begun to form along the shores of the Chukchi and Bering Seas.

Figure 3. Daily sea ice extent in the Chukchi Sea from April through December of each year,
1979–2019 The three most recent years are highlighted in color, with 2019 in green. Thick
black line is the median of the extents for 1981–2010. Source: Rick Thoman, ACCAP.

Figure 4. Sea ice coverage on November 15 (upper panel) and
December 1 (lower panel) of 2019. As indicated by legends in
lower right of each panel, red denotes essentially complete ice
coverage, while gray areas have low concentrations. Source:
NWS Alaska Region Sea Ice Desk.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the progression of the sea ice freeze-up in the
Bering Sea during 2019 in comparison with other years. Largely because of
ice formation along the west coast, 2019’s Bering Sea ice extent was slightly
above that of several other years, including 2018. However, several storms in
late November and early December disrupted the freeze-up, as shown by the
decline in ice extent at the end of the red curve in Figure 5. New ice is especially
vulnerable to high-wind events and associated waves and ocean mixing. Since
Bering Sea ice is younger and thinner than in the past, storm activity will be a
key to the evolution of the Bering ice extent over the remainder of the 2019–20
winter. Figure 6 shows sea ice coverage in the Bering and Chukchi seas on
December 15, 2019

Figure 5. Bering Sea ice extent during the October–December freeze-up period of each year,
2006-2019. Red, green, and purple lines are for 2019, 2018, and 2017, respectively. Thick
black line approximates the median. Source: Rick Thoman, ACCAP.

Figure 6. Sea ice coverage in the Bering and Chukchi seas
on December 15, 2019. Source: NWS Alaska Region Sea Ice
Desk.

ACCAP NEWS
ACCAP AT THE ALASKA FORUM ON THE ENVIRONMENT
February 10–14, 2020, at the Dena'ina Center in Anchorage. Stop by and visit
ACCAP at our booth at AFE or check out presentations by ACCAP researchers.
More information is available at

www.akforum.org
ACCAP WEBINARS
Register for monthly webinars and browse our webinar archives, 2007–present
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